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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I. THE PR OBLEM

This thesis is an analysis of art books, books on

education, and articles on art from a selected group of

magazines to determine the 'tTrends in Art Education"

from 1900 to 1935.

II. PROCEDURE AND TECHNIQ,UE IN SECURING DATA

The material compiled in this thesis has been ob

tained through a survey of pUblications dealing with art.

1. Analysis of outstanding books. An analysis of

a number of important books on art and art education from

1900· to 1935 was made. The principal ones are:

The Elementary School Curriculum by F. G. Bonser

Fine !!!!~ Public School Administration by Sallie

B. Tannahill

,

I

I
I.

Ii

~
Ii

!!:! Education in the United States by J. P. Haney

!!!!. Child-Centered Se-hool by Harold O. Rugg and .

Ann Shumaker

~ Education Today, Teachers College, Columbia

University, New York

, ., ..
, ....... .... .

" .' " .,.
: ", :': : ". ::: ".:'

. . .," .. '" , .. ' . , .
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Art and Education by John Dewey, Albert Barnes,

Thomas Munro, and others.

Theory and Practice of Teaching Art by Arthur

W. Dow

The Art of the Child by Alfred G. Pelikan

An Introduction to Art Education by W. G.

Whitford

3. Analysis of articles in art periodicals. Ar-

ticles in the following art periodicals were surveyed.

Design

American Magazine of Art

School~ Magazine

4. Analysis of educational periodicals. An analysis

of the f'ollolling educational periodicals dealing with art

was made.

Secondary Education

SChool and Society

'reachers College Record

Progressive Education



Bulletin No. ~, Bulletin N£. 38

Second Yearbook, Department of Superintendence



CHAPTER II

BRIEF HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF ART EDUCATION

IN THE UNITED STATES PRIOR TO 1900

Art instruction has swung from one extreme to an

other, and ,at the present time more than at any other time

in its history seems to be emphasizing the needs of the

great majority of pupils. Present objectives of art edu

cation are expressed ohiefly in terms of "everyday art

for everyday people."

Harold O. Rugg in his book, The Ohild-Centered

School, makes the following statement.

Analysis of our art shows that ability to express
one's self has been given slight consideration. On
the contrary, children have been asked repeatedly
to express the ideas of others; through this imitation
they have acquired skill in handling material ror which
they have felt no need. Art during the last three
hundred-year cycle has been essentially pictorial
representation, mere photography.l

The history of any movement presents a picture

which is very helpful in oonsidering present day and

fut·ure values. The ohanging status of art education

in the sohools is like a river wandering from one side

of its valley to the other. yet oontinually making

progress towards a natural outlet.

1
Harold O. Rugg and Ann Shumaker, The Child-Centered

Sohool {New York; World Book Oomp~y, 19281'7
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I. A "BIRDtS EYE VIEW"

A brief history of art education in the public

sohools of the United States shows the general trend

of art education from its introduction into the school

system to the present time.

The following overview of the early status of art

eduoation from Haney is interesting:

The early history of drawing, like the early
history of other school sUbjects, offers the pic
ture of a small and scattered group of enthusiasts
on the one hand, and an apathetio public and antag
onistio sohool faculty on the other. The country
was then largely in the hands of the farmer and
business man. The manufacturer played as yet a
minor part in the community life. The apprentice
ship system was still in vogue, and the industrial
drawing needed by the worker was taught him at his
pench. The schools were few and small and the sohool
term short, while the ourriculum had not adopted the
several suPjects which a later and more diversified
age finds necessary. As the three R's were neoessary
to good clerical work, they formed the pillars of the
pedagogio temple. In the oommercial man's ideas of a
good olerk, drawing played no part; it was not nec
essary to be able to draw or to design if one were
to keep books. 2

Haney stressed the faot that the small amount of

drawing in that early day emphasized the cultural value

rather than tpe utilitarian.

It lias acoepted as a means of refining the
taste and of giving, particularly to young ladies
in private schools, the finishing touoh of art to
an eduoation incomplete without a rew lessons upon the

2
James P. Haney, Art Eduoation in the United States,

American Art Annual, New York,' 1908,p.21-.-
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harp and a few others in sketching in pencil or sepia.
The earliest approach was largely through the copy,
and technical skill was sought through the reproduction
of pictures. 3

II. PIONEERS IN ART EDUCATION

The first attempt in art education in the pUblic

school curriculum was made in Boston in 1821 by William

Bentley Fowle. The work was restricted to the teaching

of outline draWing, chiefly geometric, by the copy method.

Art work was advocated by Rembrandt Peale of Phil

adelphia in 1840. This work consisted of a system of school

exercises for the education of the eye and the training

of the hand, an aUXiliary to writing, geography, and

drawing.
4

Beginning in 1853 William Newton Bartholomew

became an influential figure in promoting art instruc-

tion in the city of Boston. These early efforts to in

troduce the new SUbject to the schools influenced other

educators, and successful experiments were conducted along

this line in many cities of the eastern part of the United

States. A foundation was laid for the work of Walter smith

3
Haney, ~ cit., p. ~6.

4:
H1storic~l dates taken from Royal Bailey Farnum,

~esent Status of Drawing' and Art in the Elementary and
Secondary Schools of the United States,rt Bulletin No. 13,
United States Bureau of Education, 1914. --
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who later played an important part in the development

of' art in the Commonwealth of' Massachusetts and through

out the country. Massachusetts wa.s the first state to

adopt. art as a part of its general educational program.

The initial step was taken in 1860.

In 1871 Walter Smith was made director of art

for all the pUblic schools of Massachusetts. He thus

became the rirst state director of art education in the

United States, and inaugurated the use of a series of

drawing-books in the pUblic schools. smith's system,

to use his own words, was: wThe basing of all drawing

on a geometrical foundation and, by use of instruments,

t.o learn the properties of regular form; and the practice

also of exercises in design." He a.dvocated the drawing

model in the rorm of geometric discs and solids, and

planned his lessons 1n sequential exercises very ap

pealing to the schoolmaster. It is, however, to be sus-
5

pected that these had no great interest ror the pupil.

Various drawing books appeared upon the market.

Through the- study or these from year to year, an in

creasing freedom in the lessons was suggested :for all

pupi1s and a growing emphasis was placed on the teaching

5
J. P. Haney, Art Education 1n the United states,

American Art Annual, New York, 1908,:p. 49.
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of appreoiation of fine form and good pattern, by the

use of much illustrative matter. This change, however,

was slow. This drawing-book approach continued until

the spirited and ohildlike work done from imagination,

life, and brightly colored toys, by teachers spurred

by the ~child-students,ff sounded the first strokes of
6

the knell of the drawing book in the elementary schools.

Perhaps one of the most significant things in

the history of art education was the national recogni

tion on the part of art educators in 1924 of a unified

problem, and the establishment of a commission in 1925.

The Federated Council on Art Education was organized

to study systematically and scientifically from a na

tional point of view the problems of art education.

Arthur W. Dow in 1904 began to organize the art

department of Teachers College, Columbia University,

New York, and Walter Sargent in 1909 started his \York

in the School of Eduoation, at the University of Chicago.

These two probably did more than any other two of their

contemporaries to modify the practices of pUblic sohool

art teaching.

They assembled the materials of art information,
simplified and arranged them in order of difficulty

6
Haney, ~~, pp. 49-50.
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for use in the schools. They developed the basic
principles of composition and design; illustrated
them with examples from the classical, contemporary,
and practical arts; and intellectualized the appre
ciative understanding of art in its various mani
festations. Line, harmony, rhythm, symmetry; color
in its variations of hue, value, and intensity; the
opposition and subordination of mass in composition,
were analyzed, illustrated, and amplified with simple
directions for practice in their use. 7

In 1915 Miss Caroline Pratt began her work in the

Play School which has developed into the City and Country

School of New York. In 1917 the Lincoln School of New

York and numerous other schools representing many pro

gressive features were organized.

In the last twenty years outstanding progressive

art teachers such as Florence Cane in New York, and George

J. Cox of Teachers College, Columbia University, have

contributed a great deal to the field of art education.

In 1932 Miss Sallie B. Tannahill of Teachers College,

Columbia University, contributed to the advancement of

art through her book, Fine Arts for Public School Ad

ministrfl.tion •.

III. PERIODS OF DEVELOPMENT

Art eduoation has made marked progress sinee its

experimental beginning in the pUblio schools in 1821,

7
Harold O. Rugg and Ann Shumaker, The Child-Centered

School {New York: World Book Oompany,192'8"'l"7 p. 216.
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but a reliable history of the movement is diffioult to

obtain beoause of the scaroity of adequate printed re

ports and aoourate data on the sUbjeot. A fairly com

prehensive idea oan be obtained of the development of

art teaohing in the United States by studying the reports

of the various large expositions of the oountry where

pUblio-sohool art work has been displayed.

The first of these expositions was the art ex-

hibit of the Massaohusetts pUblio sohools at the Phil

adelphia Centennial Exposition in 1876. The work was

largely straight and ourved line drawing, geometrio forms

and designs, perspeotive, objeots in outline, and light

and shade.

Art instruction developed rapidly after 1876 and

became less formal and geometrio. The World's Columbian

Exposition at Chicago in 1893 gave to the country the

greatest stimulus tor art that it had yet reoeived.

In the early years of the 1900's, however, says
8

Rugg, 'there oame a slight step in advanoe in art edu-

oation. With the development of the new sohool of edu

cation two trends of signifioance to art education

emerged. First, professors of the teaohing of art were

8
Harold O. Rugg and Ann Shumaker, The Child-Centered

School (New York: World Book Company, 192'ST';' p.2l3.
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established in the most cons!',iouous of these centers and

shortly-began to send younger exponents of their ideas

out into publio and private schools. Second, paralleling

this movement and preceding it in expansion, was the de

velopment of the new scientific psychology. In the first

two decades of the twentieth century these two movements

were opposed to each other.

The following is a graph showing dates and periods

of development.

FIGURE 1

PERIODS OF DEVELOPMENT OF ART EDUCATION
IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF THE

UNITED STATES
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At the St. Louis Exposition held in 1904 in honor

of the Louisiana Purchase, a vast hall was utilized tor

the display of educational work, the so-called Arts and

Crafts Movement making its first appearance.

A critic would have noted with surprise to what
a great extent the pencil had been abandoned in favor
of the brush, chalk, charcoal and crayon, and this
surprise would have been mixed with regret that the
efforts to secure good arrangements had been effected
too often at the cost of good drawing. In the work
in applied design, the exhibition showed a marked
advance over that of a decade past. Spots, blots,
and dashes made up into formal rosettes and borders
still appeared here and there in the primary and
grammar grades, but throughout the earlier years
there was much evidence of a desire to make the pri
mary work free, by permitting the little children
to use a variety of decorative motifs drawn from
their study of nature and trom their story telling
and language work. 9

In the higher grades there was a noticeable use
of pattern planned for actual application to con
structed forms. While the decorations applied to
these often lacked sound structural qualities, they
still were infinitely more individual and intelligent
than the wiry pencil designs of the abandoned drawing
book. The disappearance of these copies was in part
due to the ·8hanged point of view as to the teaching
of design. l

., Then in 1907 at the Jamestown Exposition, the In

dustrial Arts Movement began. The San Francisco and the

9
Haney, ~ cit., pp. 54-60.

10
Ibid., p. 55.
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San Diego Expositions in 1915 showed closer relation

of art and industrial education.

The conc~usion can be drawn from the reports of

the early exhibitions of school work, that there was

little system or organization and much hit-and-miss

method in these first attempts.

The art work of pUblic-school children exhibited

at the Dalls, Texas, Convention of the National Educa

tion Association in 1927 indicates that stress was being

placed more and more upon objectives that met the needs

of the average pupils, those having ordinary ability,

as well as the needs of the &mall per cent of pupils

having special ability. This exhibition also displayed,

ft.The modern trend of education is toward the development

of the originality of the child, whioh is called social
11

education," to quote Florence Al~en.

The "untaught" reaotions of the children to art

materials were demonstrated in the Exhibition of North
12

American Children's Painting, held in the R. C. A. Building

11
F~orence F. Allen, "A Model Bungalow," School

~ Magazine, 1923, p. 137.

12
"'The Art of American Children," Design, December,

1935, p. 42.
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in Rookefeller Center, New York Cit.y.

The three hundred paintings ohosen from three
thousand paintings submitted by ohildren in twenty
three states, Hawaii, Mexioo, and Canada illustrate
their ability to express their own ideas in their
own way without coeroion or formal art training.

Miss Elizabeth Irwin, president of the Assooiated

Experimental Sohools sponsoring the exhibition explained:

We do not look upon the finished produot of ohildren's
painting as its signifioant factor. It is the prooess
of ohild development that takes plaoe during the painting
that is important. We are not oonsoiously trying to
make artists, of any kind of our ohildren.

The paintings have been assembled by the Assooiated
Experimental Sohools from Youth Camps, Settlement House
Art Classes, Mexioan Government Free Sohools, Indian
Reservation Sohools, Museum Art Classes and from pUblio
and private art olasses throughout the North Amerioan
continent and Hawaii. 13

The ohief purpose of this first exhibition sponsored

by the Associated Sohools Experimental, is to demonstrate

the reaotions of ohildren who have been permitted to express

their own ideas in their own way without adult interferenoe.

The modern movement is toward the oreative approaoh

and Felix Payant says:

Those who know the signifioanoe of art and the orea
tive approaoh to eduoation must assert emphatioally that
therein lies the way to developing well rounded, sooially
minded, individuals. Eduoators need to see beyond oourses
of study, methods and the worship of the intrinsic value

13
~Tne Art of American Childr~n," Design, December,

~93p, p. 42.
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of subject matter. Beyond is something immeasurably
more important in giving the individual power to meet
life, acquire knowledge, appreciate life about him;
thereby live a full, constructive life.1.4

1936.

14
Felix Payant, Design, 37:Editor's Page, April,



-CHAPTER III

TRENDS IN THE AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

There are, no doubt, many general aims of educa-

away ahead of his time, and the influence of his work

is very marked today.

I. PERIODS OF DEVELOPMENT IN AIMS

I
According to Dewey's theory, the life of the

school was to be active, not passive; the children were

to work, not merely to listen. The curriculum was to be

organized around four chief impulses: (l) the social

instinct of the children, (2) the instinct of making-

the constructive impUlse, (3) the expressive instinct-

the art instinct, and (4) the impulse toward inquiry or

finding out things.

In the State Manual of 1904-1905 for Indiana,

made since 1899 when Dewey made the following statements

and the extremes have been touched. However, Dewey was

tion, limited only by the number of individual authors,

but this thesis is limited to those general aims that

are more or less agreed upon. Radical changes have been

I
I

~
t

j
\,

" .
II

I 1
!
I John Dewey, School and Society (Chicago: University

of Ohicago Press, 1899), p. II;
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the findings were as follows:

The most practical course of study is the one
which will in the most concrete way adjust the child
to the life he is to live.

The school is sometimes too foreign to life.

The school completely overlooks every-day expe
riences which ought to be utilized in the process
of education. 2

The general objectives of education then were set

forth by the Committee of Ten. These objectives add greatly

to the present status and show the development of aims.

The Committee of Ten on Drawing (in 1899) of the
National Education Association reported on the fol
lowing objectives:

a. To offer a oonsistent development of the
faculty of sight

b. To develop an appreciation of the beautiful

c. To aoquire ability to represent (objects)

d. The development of the creative impulse

e. The aim of preparing pupils for manual
industries is purely incidental.

f. The development of professional artists is
in co sense the aim of art education 1n the public
schools. 3

state Manual and Uniform Course of Study for the
Elementary Schools of Iilciiana, 1904-1905,p. 141. --

3
Walter H. Klar, Leon L. Winslow, and C. Valentine

Kirby, !!:! Education (Springfi~ld, Massachusetts: Milton
Bradley Company, 1933), p. 27.
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In the Drawing Course or Study for the Minneapolis

Public Schools in 1908-1909 was found the following ob

jectives:

We are always striving to develop the appreciation
of the beautiful in nature and art and to teach such
technical skill as may be acquired in the short time
which is given to the subject. 4

From the Los Angeles Cou~se of Study, in the year

1913-1914, the objectives were:

a. To attain the artistic habit of mind

b. To cultivate appreciation and enjoyment of the
beautiful by observation, by reproducing what is seen,
by cUltivating the imagination through evolving new
creations, by helping students to acquire a sense of
power through skill in technique and a knowledge of
the principles of harmony of color

c. To utilize in the practical affairs of life
their technical attainments

d. To give labor esthetic expression

e. To assist in raising the standard of civic art
in the community5

The general aims of education now are in part as

follows:

1. !h! Social C'ivic Aim. The preparation of the

crours~ of Study of Minneapolis Public Schools,
Minneapolis, Ml.nnesota, 1908-1909.

5
Course of Study for High and Intermediate Schools

.Q! Los Angeles City School District, 1913-1914, pp. 3-7-39.
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individual as a prospective citizen and co-operating mem

ber of society

2. The Economio-Vooational Aim. The preparation

of the individual as a prospeotive worker and producer

3. The Individualistic Avocational Aim. The prep

aration of the individual for those activities which, while

primarily involving individual action, the utilization of

leisure and the development of personality are or great

importanoe to sooiety.

The real aim of education, aocording to Rugg, is:

The all-round growth of the child. The body is to
be eduoated as well as the mind; the rhythmio capacities,
as well as the abstract intelligence. Individuality,
the true outoome sought in eduoation, is the harmonious
integration of all these powers.6

Another writer has said,

We as teaohers should aim to fit the student with
courses that will open for him and help him through
any avenue he may follow in arter-life. Our best ef
fort oan only fit the student to live strongly and
happily.?

6
Harold O. Rugg and Ann Shumaker, The Child-Centered.

Sohool (New York: World Book Company, 192ar:-

7
w. R. Yelland, WVitalizing Art," School Arts Magazine,

2.2.:40, 1922-1.923.
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II. PERIODS OF DEVELOPMENT IN OBJECTIVES

Statements of the general objectives. of art are

supplemented in some courses of study by general edu

cational objectives on which the course is based, ad

hering closely to the broad objectives of the secondary

school.

Whitford states,

When the various special objectives of education
flow along together with the big general educational
objectives, there will be greater harmony of purpose
than has occurred in the entire history of education. 8

Among the statements of objectives typical of the

present trend toward appreciation, creativeness, and self

expression, the Monograph from Denver, Colorado, sets

forth:

1. To enable pupils to appreciate and enjoy beauty
wherever found and to desire it in their personal pos
sessions, their homes, and the city; to stimulate desire
for .the expression of art qualities in public works that
oan be enjoyed by all oitizens; to show the place of
art as a fundamental faotor in the history of the race
and as a unifying influence that brings into kinship
all ages and all races

2. To develop selective jUdgment in the choice of
design, color, and construction in clothing, home fur
nishings, and decorating, in matters pertaining to the
individual, the home and the city

8
wm. G. Whitford, An Introduction to Art Education

(New York: D. Appleton anaCompany, 1929)-,-p7"7.
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3. To develop ability to express creative ideas
not only by means of line, light and dark, and color

-with various mediums, but also by the application of
art principle to the arranging of one's possessions
to the best advantage; thereby not only helping to
produce the vast army of amateurs essential to the
existence of the great artist,but also giving to
pupils who have unusual potentiality an opportunity
to develop their powers of artistic expression9

Many courses and many authors list various divi

sions of these objectives~ Whitford, an authority, states,

nThe field of modern art education may be further divided

into three major objectives: (l) the social objectives,

f2} the vocational objectives, and (3) the leisure-time
10

objectives. 1t

The Art Outline for the Terre Haute Public Schools,

Terre ffaute, Indiana, in 1913, is an example of the ob

jectives which differ greatly from the preceding objectives

found 1n the Monograph. These objectives were:

- The purpose of drawing in the pUblic schools is
to give the child a general conception of the nature
of art, to give a working knowledge of its various
applications, and to develop good taste. The general
conception must contain a love for the beautiful, and
a k~owledge of that Which constitutes beauty; and the

9
Monograph 14, Course of Study, Art for Senior High 

School, Public SChoOIs, Denver, Colorado, 1925.

10
wm. G. Whitford, An Introduction to Art Education

(New York: D. Appleton an~Company, 1929}-,-p:-Y9.
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working knowledge demands skill, and familiarity
with thi materials best fitted to portray aesthetio
ideals. 1

An examination of the important objeotives out

lined by Leon Winslow are as follows:

A. The Development of
1.· Appreoiation of art
2. Industrial intelligenoe, through under

standing the things of the environment which have
resulted from man's transformation of the raw materials
about him into finished products

3. Taste, through the making of choices of ma
terials and products of art and industry with reference
to established ideals

4. Skill, through training in drawing and con
struction

B. Vitalization and Motivation of the Curriculum,
Through Correlation and by the Project Method of In
struction

c. Vocational Guidance Through the Investigation and
Study of Art Oocupations

D. Social Efficiency Through the Project Method of
Instruotion. The Capacity to Work Harmoniously with
Others12

Four Ultimate Objectives were set forth in the West

Virginia Course of Study in Fine Arts, in 1929:

Tne disposition and ability:

1. To aoquire and use the skills, habits,

11
Art Ou.tline for the Terre Haute Publio Schools,

Terre Haute;-Indlana, 1913:--(RosaB. Griffith, supervisor.)

12
. Leon L. Winslow, Organization and Teaohing of Art

(Bal timore: WarwiOk and York, Inc., 19281"7 PP. 22-23.
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attitudes, appreoiation, ideals, knowledges and the
fundamental intellectual prooesses needed in our
Amerioan life

2. To partioipate with disoernment, self
control and honesty in affairs pertaining to the
general welfare of the State and the nation

3. To do one's part as a worthy member of a
home in seouring and maintaining the best family
standards

4. To employ leisure time in a worthy mannerl3

The following four aims are from Alfred G. Pelikan's

book, The Art of the Child, pUblished in 1931:

1. To develop the ability to judge and disoriminate
between good and bad examples of Fine and Industrial
Art through proper seleotion, use, and arrangement of
material, oolored design in everyday life

2. To foster the appreoiation and enjoyment of
all art aotivities ror reoreative leisure and happi
ness

3. To vitalize other sUbject matter by means of
representation and oonstruotion

. 4. To disoover, guide, oonserve, and encourage
those endowed with special art abilityl4

According to Sallie B. Tannahill, the objectives

of fine' arts in the junior high sohool should be:

To c:ont inue required art aotivit ies similar to
those begun in the lower grades so that there will be

13
Course of study, Junior and Senior High School of

West Virginia state Department of EdUoation, Wlliam C. Cook,
I'9!'97.
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steady growth and as little break as possible between
the elementary school and the junior high school~ Op
portunities should be provided for continuous release
of creative power, for improvement of the skills nec
essary in expressing this power, and for growth in
good taste and discrimination. Whenever possible,
unit work should continue so that ~rt will be fused
with other school sUbjects. In a departmentalized
organization, however, the co-operation of the teachers
of history, geography, science, and English is nec
essary in order to prevent art from becoming too iso
latedfrom school and life interests. Units at this
time might consist of experiences developed around
the school, the home, and the community.

To "reveal" to the youth of junior high school
age the vast and peculiar possibilities in the art
field. The attractiveness and possible enjoYment
of these art interests should be stressed so as to
create in these boys and girls, while they are in
school and also during their later lives, a desire
to maintain and fUrther their interest in some art
aotivity.

To "explore" the capacities and abilities of early
adolescent youth in order to discover latent talents.
By trying out many processes and materials, discoveries
will undoubtedly be made of real ability in various
phases of art. Emphasis may be placed upon the va
riety of these experiences so that the field of art
will be well explored.

To "find" out the natural interests of young people
at this age level; at school, play, home, and In the
community; to disoover what they are actually doing
with their free time, and to help them to do these
t'hings better.

To "prepare" junior high school ohildren to make a
wise choiae of electives when opportunities to seleot
are given them during the ninth to the twelfth grades.

To ftguide" in the selection of art as a means of
livelihood. In the work of revealing and exploring
the possibilities of the art field, such keen interests
may be aroused that there will be little difficulty
in choosing a life work. In this connection the vo
cational possipilities in the art field may be pointed
o~t.
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To "oo-operate" as far as possible with the house
hold arts and the industrial arts departments, so
that fine arts will beoome an integral part of these
fields. More can be accomplished through friendly
oontaots than by means of any set program. 15

From the Art Activities Course of Study for Indiana

schools the following objeotives are set forth for the

Elementary grades, compiled by Miss June Reynerson and

her olasses in methods of Indiana State Teachers College,

Terre Haute, Indiana:

1. To keep alive and develop through varied ac
tivities the creative ability which every ohild pos
sesses to a greater or less degree

2. To make art function as a means of bringing
about greater happiness in the daily life of the
ohild

3. To allow for experimentation with a wide range
of media in order to furnish the ohild experiences
whioh will develop growth in appreciation and enable
him to give better graphio expression to his own mental
pictures

.. 4. To stimulate the ohild to appreciate good oolor
oombinations and enjoy their use

5. To bring about a better co-ordination of the
finer musoles through the manipulation of various
mate:rials

5. To develop a love for the elements of beauty
in nature, households, utensils, olothes and surround
ings, as well as in the fine arts

7. To vitalize and interpret other sUbject matter
through drawing, design and oonstruction

15
Sallie B. Tannahill, Fine Arts, Teachers College

Record, Columbia University, NeWYOr~932, pp. 89-91.
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8. To ~rovide for desirable sooial situations
whioh will develop the ability to use individual
liberty and to respect the rights of others

9. To interest the child in his home and oom- 16
munity and stimulate him to try to make them better

George J. Cox states °the only way to make art

funotion effeotively in education is to hold olearly

in view its true funotion in life. This funotion is

two-fold:

To provide with musio and poetry the neoessary
inspiration and release from a meohanized civiliza
tion, and as a practical tool to make this world not
so much a happier and prettier one, but a more in
telligent, stLmulating, and beautiful abode--one in
whieh we transient taxpayers can live a maximum of
convenience and self-respect.

Cox concludes that the concept of the objeotives

of art education are:

1. To encourage creative activities direoted
toward the solution of contemporary affairs

oZ. To make an intelligent liaison between art
and industry

3. To train the whole people for sensitive and
practioal ap~reciation17

16
An Art Activities Course of Study for Indiana

Schools, DIVision of Ins~ection, BuIretln No:-rOO-H2, 1933.

1.7
George J. Cox, nGive Us Art in Our Time," Art

Education Today, Teaohers College, Columbia University,
New York, 1935, p. 77.
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May Gearhart, Supervisor of Art, Los Angeles,

California, says,

Our objectives in art for 1935 are:

1. To preserve the identity of art in the
fused program, with emphasis on aesthetic experiences
rather than merely factual contributions

2. To enlarge the conception of art in terms
of design as a potential leisure-time activity

3. To insure the recognition and attainment
of these objectives asa shared responsibility resting
on the whole faculty of every school18

III. CONCLUSION

A history of art education reveals clearly the fact

that objectives have changed frequently during the brief

sojourn of this sUbject in the curriculum. Emphasis has

been placed from time to time upon the vocational objectives,

upon "Art for Art's Sake," upon the Commercial Arts, the

i Household Arts, the History of Art, and the Practical Arts.
I

Ii Art for industry, cUlture, pure esthetics, and art for
I

everyday 1ife has been noted. One arter another a series

of slogans and, catch phrases have been used in an attempt

to define the objectives of art education.

Like all departments of the school, that of art

has pas~ed through periods of experimentation, and many

1.8
May Gearhart, Art Education TOfa~, Teachers

College, Columbia UniversIty, New York, 9 5, p. 77.,
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t~e$ during the brief history of this sUbject it is

found that objectives have been stressed which would

not meet the educational demands today.

Perhaps one of the most significant things in the

history of art education was the national recognition on

the part of art educators in 1924, of a unified problem,

and the establishment of a commission in 1925, The Fed

erated Council on Art Education, to study systematically

and scientifically from a national point of view the

problems of art education.

Teachers and supervisors of art who have followed

the literature of education are aware of the problems

that are being studied and solved through research in all

departments of the school.

In the preceding part of this thesis some of the

most signifioant facts found show an enoouraging trend,

the trend of definite objeotives, which meet the real needs

of the pupil. In order to survey this trend in art edu

cation it is necessary to make a careful survey of the

requirements for art in the home, in the community, in

industry, and in life in general. It is evident that

the present trend in objectives is toward appreciation,

oreativeness, and self-expression.

The two paragraphs whioh follow, taken from the
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School~ Magazine, editorial, contain most excellent

advioe for everyone interested in art eduoation.

E.very great movement has its trends and these
trends are sometimes rather roundabout in reaohing
their objeotive. And every great movement seems
to have to go through a lot of disoussion and hand
waving and hurrahing and announoements of what is
going to be done, but the doing is another thing.

Art eduoation probably has to go through all of
these stages and undoubtedly will oame out of the
cocoon stage a full fledged oreature of beauty, but
sometimes I wish there oould be a lot less hubbub
and a lot more doing. 19

Of the oourses analyzed, about 12 per oent failed

to list objeotives or aims. In 14 per oent of the oourses

the speoifio aims were direoted toward definite phases of

subject matter with no referenoe to the general aims.

One oan oonolude that professional skill is no

longer an aim, but a by-produot of native love for art.

Only ~ne ohild in a hundred may eventually adopt art as

a profession; but the others, through their contaot with

the primitive forms of art within their comprehension,

may be halped to develop many desirable habits, also find

a possible field t:o employ leisure time. Today the child's

impUlses, emotions, and oapacities are respeoted; he responds,

with direot and fearless statements to his emotions. These

responses mayor may not be of intrinsio worth, that does

19
Pedro J. Lemos, ~et Us Make It Art Appreciation

and Not Art Depreoiation," School !!:.!!. Magazine, Editorial,
Z4:604. June, 1925.
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not matter, it is their formative values that oounts.

The old objeotives in art teaohing are going,
20

aooording to Cox in an artiole on "Give Us Art in Our

Time," with all their paraphernalia- of unsound methods.

The idea of attempting to make every ohild a faithful

oopyist of dull cliohes and the insistenoe upon metioulous

teohniques for all, irrespeotive of natural endowment or

ultimate profession, are repugnant to any art teaoher who

has common sense and an appreoiation of values.

As an example of the new objeotives, the Los

An~eles Course of Study states that art is no longer

taught as an integral part of all sohool aotivities.

Life situations are utilized. An interest in art has

sometimes been utilized to help a ohild overoome a dis

like for ohemistry, or geography, or to stimulate a love

of poetry, history, or literature. Briefly, it is said

that the modern teaoher, in the light of ohild psyehology,

skilfully projeots the pupil into the world of living art,

instead of dragging him through the formal teaoher-ohosen

sUbjeots unrelated to life and ohild. The aim of modern

art instruotion is to develop a sound feeling for art

20
George J. Cox, "Give Us Art in Our Time," Art

Eduoation Todax, Teaohers College, Columbia University,
1935, pp. 34-39.
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that will be of servioe in whatever situation the ohild

may find himself in later life. Thus summarized, the

function of art in the schools is seen to be in direct

contrast to the dull isolation in which it existed a few

decades ago.

The general objectives of art education should

include, (1) drawing primarily for self-expression, as

a means rather than an end; (2) closer relationship to

community needs; (3) training in appreciation, taste,

understanding of art; (4) development of orderly habits

and artistic skill; (5) education for the profitable

enjoyment of leisure; (6) art as expressed in the in

dustrial and commercial development of the race; (7) self

expression in the life needs of the child through the

"project method"; and (8) discovery and encouragement

of speeial abilities.

The field of modern art education may be f'urther

divided into three major objectives: (1) the "social n

objectives, (2) the "vooational't objectives, and (3) the

"leisure-time" objectives.



CHAPTER IV

TRENDS IN THE COURSE OF STUDY

In respect to actual sUbject-matter content or

types of classroom activities which may be supplied under

the various topics listed in the curriculum there is no

general agreement in regard to minimum essentials of art

education. Art has been a part of pUblic school education

for only a little over one hundred years and during this

short period it has represented so many fads and frills

and various kinds of instruction that it is hard to enu

merate all that has been taught under the head of art

education. Art is classified as fine art, applied art,

constructive art, practical art, representative art,

visual art, decorative art, graphic art, plastic art,

the space arts, useful arts, household arts, manual arts,

and the industrial arts, the arts of design, aesthetic

arts, indep~ndent arts, time arts, minor and lesser arts,

related arts, fictile arts, classical arts, commercial and

advertising art, civic art, theater art, modern art, et

cetera.

When it is said that drawing is taught in the school,

the statement may mean one of a number of things. Likewise

the terms used to designate other phases of the course of study
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in art may mean that a certain definite thing is taught

in one school or community and that an entirely different

thing is taught in another locality.

Whitford says,

We need uniformity in the use of terms and the
employment of words which can be accurately inter
preted to apply to the present and deferred life
interests of the pupils. A more exact designation
of the subject-matter content of art is essential
as a better means of curriculum planning. l

I. PERIODS OF DEVELOPMENT IN PLANNING

A COURSE OF STUDY

A widespread rearrangement of the materials of

instruction within the school SUbjects was launched by a

succession of national committees, the personnel of each

of which was composed predominantly of university and

private school administrators and professors of the aca

demic SUbjects. There was the Committee of Ten (1892),

the Committee of Fifteen (1893), the Committee of Eight,

the Committee of Seven, and the Committee of Five in

History. For thirty years, under the sponsorship of

universities and their certificating agencies, spe

cialists in s~bject matter laid down rigid prescriptions

ror the oontent or secondary and upper elementary school

1
Wen. G. Whitford, An Introduction to Art Education

(New York: D. Appleton ana-Company, 1929")-,-p784.
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sUbjects.

Mary Upham states in the Teachers College Record

of 1906,

The art course in many schools at the present
time is based upon object drawing. This tends to
narrow the child's experience to the single art of
painting.. Such drawing is a necessary part of an
art course, yet it is only a part, and we believe
that the course should be made as broad and as in
clusive as possible to awaken the appreciative fac
ulties early and strengthen and refine them as the
child progresses. 2

In 1908 the course of study h·ad undergone some

changes as shown in the following statement by Haney:

The changes in the drawing course have not been
accomplished without the protests of those who are
strong in the belief that the primary purpose of the
work is not to give technical skill and ability to
produce, but a nicer sense of taste and a keener
power of appreciation.. Many courses of s·tudy present
an effort to effect a compromise between these points
of view. These seek to give a certain amount of Skill,
while developing from the earliest years aesthetic
elements of form, pattern, and color, in exercises
designed to lead to appreciation of these in the
work of master painters or designers. 3

Probably the one outstanding mark of progress

in planning a course of study in the elementary grades

was the serious effort in many cities to study the problem

2
Mary C. Upham, Teachers College Record, 7:23, 1906.

3
J. P. Haney, Art Education in the United states,

American Art Annual, New York, 1908~-P. 72.
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from a scientific standpoint.

From the rtBiennial Survey of Education, "" 1922-1924,

Royal Bailey Farnum compiled the following:

Proceeding upon this basis a number of school de
partments have taken the matter under advisement and
have issued tentative courses in ar~, preliminary to
more thorough study. In each case the first step would
be to appoint a committee composed of (a) persons qual
ified in art outside of the department; (b) teachers,
including prinoipals and art director, in the depart
ment; (c) art teachers and the director or head super
visor; or (d) members from all these groups. In most
cases these committees would make immediate studies of
the outlines in current use in cities of similar size
or larger and also analyze their looal study courses.
This would be followed by careful revisions of the
local oourse, based upon the most advanced thought
on methods, objectives, standards of attainment,
general sUbjeot matter, et cetera, as well as other
art outlines. Then would follow a year of trial,
with many carefully devised experiments conference
disoussions, and tabulated results. Denver, Los
Angeles, Boston, Toledo, Minneapolis, Baltimore,
and Seattle are typical examples of cities stUdying
the whole question from this scientific angle. 4

Alfred Howell of Cleveland says,

If we are to plan wisely in this new day, we must
work closely with the new leaders in the field of the
ourriculum. They base their work on the social needs
of our time. We must work with the psychologist who
sees in the arts, the way of vitaliZing the school life
of the ohild. We acknowledge our debt to the fine
leadership in other fields, but we ourselves must assume
the responsibility of planning the new art program. 5

4
Royal B. Farnum, Art Education in the United

Stat.es, Bulletin No. ~, 193. - --

5
AlfrC9d Howell, Artist-Teacher of" Cleveland, Ohio,

Design, 37, April, 1936.
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Although there are oomparatively few oities that

have wholly adopted the unified oourse of study, yet the

idea is growing more popular in many oities and in ex

perimental sohools. Under the direotion of Dootor H. B.

Bruner of the ourrioulum oonstruotion laboratory of Teaohers

College, Columbia University, New York, the oity sohools

of Houston, Texas, have developed a number of oourses.

The following is a modern trend of Currioulum

Prooedure as worked out In Cheney, Washington Sohools:

First draft written by a supervisor, Head of de
partment or by a olassroom teaoher.

Seoond issue of the oourse represents the work
of a oommittee of teaohers who have experimented
with the first draft.

Third, the Consultant makes several visits and
spends a oonsiderable amount of time during the
oourse of a year watohing the developments. During
these visits he works direotly with the ourrioulum
department. At other times during the year manusoripts
are sent to him for suggested revisions.

Thus the ourrioulum is beooming the produot of
construotive thinking of teaohers, prinoipals, super
visors, and speoialists. 6

II. DEVELOPING THE COURSE OF STUDY

The organization and development of an effeotive

course of study in art for the pUblio sohool seems at first

6
. Art Aotivity Course of" Study for Elementary Junior

Y~h Soho0!7 State Nor,mal Sohool, Cheney, Washington, 1932.
ary G. Swerer, Instruotor.)
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to be a hopeless task. The types and kinds of art are

so varied, and the lack of standards is so apparent that

the sUbject matter is presented in a bewildering mass of

material~

Many teachers may ask the question, and often with

much concern, what is a oourse of study and what is it

for? A oourse of study has been defined ~as a document

which is intended to guide the teacher in her attempts

to aid pupils in learning. The curriculum, on the other

hand is defined as the body of experiences to be communicated.
7

It is what the pupil learns and experiences."

William G. Whitford suggests a workable plan for

the development of a course of study consisting of twelve

steps as follows:

1. Determining definite aims and objectives of art
education

2. Determining sUbject matter content and types
of pupil activities which will fulfill these aims

3. Arranging SUbject matter in a logical sequence
and in the order best fitted for mastery by the maturing
ohild

4. Providing for the factor of correlation with
other SUbjects of the curriculum and with the community
and daily life of the child

7
James F. Hosie, ~What Are the Essentials of a

Course of Study,~ Second Yearbook, Department of Super
intendence, National Education ASsociation, 1924, p. 127.



5. Placing of definite emphasis upon significant
features of art knowledge. (Consideration of the
elements and principles of art and their relation to
all problems of the course)

6. Testing results of the instruction of the
course to see if objectives are obtained

7. Establishing standards of attainment

8. Suggestions for collateral reading and study
(Carefully worked out bibliographies)

9. Suggestions for educational methods to vitalize
the course. (Lesson plans, type lessons, and classroom
procedure)

10. Developing illustrative material and other aids
for making the teaching act more effective

11. Reorganization of the plan in the light of
educational investigation centered upon it

12. Making provisions for pUblication of the
oourse of s'tudya

It is neoessary to make a careful study of the psy

ohology of ohild development so tha.t the crucial periods

of learning and the breaks in the line of intellectual

progres.s may be determined and special instructional

measures established to bridge these gaps. At the present

time- the pUblio sohool is quite uniformly subdivided into

four educational groups as follows: the primary grades,

the grammar or middle grades, the junior high school, and

the senior high sohool. The oourse of study and the sUbject

8
wm. G. Whitford, An Introduotion to Art Eduoation

(New York: D. Appleton ancr-Company, 1929)-;-p7"""'55.
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matter of the course of study are organized and developed

as appropriate for each of these four groups.

Many factors may cause a change in the prescribed

course of study to meet the individual requirements of

the classroom teacher. Special occasions and unusual

events, local resources of the community, the interests

and experiences of the children, a project curriculum

and correlation with other work of the school, are only

a few of the things which may be listed as being ap-

propriate reasons for an elastic program.

The modern oourse of study allows for individual

differences by defining a definite minimum of required

work, a complementary field from which instructors may

make selection according to their needs, and a supple

mentary field of suggested optional material. There are

many ~ediums" between the rigidly organized "dictated

course of studylt and absolute freedom of procedure with

out purpose or responsibility for "outcomes" of instruc-

tion.

Some guiding principles from a very valuable source,

~~ for Pub~io School Administration, by Sallie B.

Tannahill, are given belo... These are very helpful in

making a oourse of study. Miss Tannahill states these

principles are suggestive, not final by any means.

1. The course should be based upon present and
possible t"uture interests, peeds, capaoities, and
talents of boys and girls.



2. These interests, needs, capaoities, and talents
should be disoovered and listed, in order to be sure
that the art work is not too isolated and adult
imposed.

3. Future possible needs in vooations or in sooial
life aftersohool, ways of providing for leisure, may
also be listed so that the future as well as the pres
ent will be oared for.

4. SUggestions for units of art aotivities suoh
as those centering around the· home, the sohool, the
oommunity, et oetera, showing rioh ramifioations into
other fields, might be listed as helps to teaohers.

5. Ideas how to develop the revealing and explo
ratory work, inoluding means and methods, may be
listed.

6. All suggestipns need to be flexible so that
eaoh sohool in the oity may have a ohanoe to adapt
the oourse of study to its own peouliar oommunity.
No single oourse oan fit the needs of every sohool.

7. Whatever work is g1.ven in junior high sohool
should be worth while to every boy and girl, whether
he or she oontinues in senior high sohool or leaves
at the end of the last year of junior high sohool.

8. The individual, as well as the group, should
be'oonsidered. Sooial experienoes are partioularly
valuable at this time, but the individual with his
special talents and interests, should not be over
looked.

9. Supplementary material whioh oontains desorip
tions of suooessful aotivities that have already been
carried out, teohnioal aids, descriptions of prooesses,
and general information necessary for teaohers of little
experienoe may be provided.

10. A list of desired aocomplishments would serve
as a cheek to determine the progress of work. 9

9
Sallie B. Tannahill, Fine Arts and Publio School

Administration, Teaohers College Record, ColumbIa UnIversity,
He. York, 1932, p~ 89.
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III. SYNOPSES OF COURSES. ANALYZED

A complete revolution of the courses of study in

pUblic school art took place in the years 1900 through

1935. Many 'courses were ex~ned but only The Prang

Course of Study, 1894, A Course of Study ror Minneapolis

Public Schools, 1908-1909, A Course of Study for Terre

Haute Public Schools, 1913, A Course of study for Baltimore

County, Baltimore, Maryland, 1921, A Course of Study for

Des Moines Public Schools, 1926. and The State Course of

Study for Indiana, 1933, are analyzed here.

10
1. The Prang Course of Study, 1894. The exercises,

from the Prang Course of Study require, drawing from models

and objects, from dictation, from well-chosen copies, from

memory, from original design, from making models, and from

object·s. The following are examples of working' details:

I. In construction and in representation, teachers
lead pupils to s,tudy models or objects and exam.ples;
in decoration, to study arrangement and examples of
ornament.

II. Pupils place their books with long edges parallel
to the front of the desk, but pushed well back; they
take pencils and positions for drawing the construction
lines, sitting upright.

III. They hold pencils long, and place them at right
angles to the line to be drawn.
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IV. They draw all construction lines continuously,
without stopping, and at the word or the teacher;
one line being drawn, all lines parallel to that line
are next drawn. Light work. No testing, no erasing.

V. The outlines desired are then drawn, either
as a class exercise or each pup-il moving and drawing
by himself and correcting with his pencil.

VI. Pencils are then placed on the desk, the
eraser is taken for the ~irst time and used in eras
ing superfluous and incorrect lines.

VII. The eraser having been used, it is put aside
and pencils again taken to finish the work.

In connection with this course, preliminary practice
is to be given by drill exercises, which, while taking
but little time, are of the great importance in pro
ducing freedom of movement and confidence on the part
of the pupil.

I~aking" in connection with Form-Study and Drawing,
is also of great importance. The Prang Pattern Sheets
have been prepared to accompany the Drawing-Books of
this course and are furnished with the books. Upon
these sheets, patterns are printed for the pupils to
cut out and fold to make familiar forms.

The course is divided into the following topics:

CHAPTER I. CONSTRUCTION

I. Cone-Pattern

II. CUbe, Cylinder, and Cone, Two Views

III. Vase Form

IV. Three Views of a Book

V. Dr inklng-Cup-Pat tern

CHAPTER II. REPRESENTATION

CHAPTER III. DECORATION

CHAPTER IV. REVIEW
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2. A Course of Study for Minneapolis Public Schools,
11

1908-1909. An example of a course of study for the Minne-

apolis Public Schools in 1908-1909 follows:

FIRST GRADE

Imaginative drawing to illustrate stories and games
Painting and drawing of landscape and nature according

to season
Drawing from life after dramatic action
Seeing lessons of all kinds
Clay modeling, and the beginning of design in rep

etition of unit in borders for booklets, et cetera

3. A Course of Study for Terre Haute Public Schools,
12

1913. Following is an example of a course of study taken

from the Terre Haute School System, Terre Haute, Indiana,

1913:

DICTATING THE' WORK FOR GRADE ONE,

FIRST WEEK, SEPTEMBER

Base the September work on the idea of autumn. In
clude in this the study of the season, the name of the
month, the colors seen in all growth, and original il
lustrative drawings of autumn activities.

Teach from the concrete.
In form, develop the ideas of circle and sphere.

11
Course of StUdy ~ Minneapolis Public Schools,

Min~eapolis, Minnesota, 1908-1909.

1Z
Art Outline for the Terre Haute Public Schools,

Terre Haut~Indi8na, 1913:--
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In color, teach red, yellow and blue as primary
colors, and as varying in tone.

Develop the ideas of color and form by use of all
the senses.

Memorize forms.
Teach muscular control.
Use related ideas that are interesting to the

children.
Teach the children to express in l~nguage the im-

pression they wish to give with the brush or crayon.
Language deepens the visual impression.
Teach the idea of the inch.
Keep work and make into booklet at end of' the term.
Make a few letters of the alphabet with pegs or

lentils. Make any size the ohild ohooses.
Borders may be made by use of ciroles and oolored

crayon.
A tile may be made on inoh squared paper. Copy from

the board. Use orayons and slant lines.
Make original illustrations of autumn aotivities suoh

as starting to school, gathering grapes, making jelly,
et oetera. Use orayons. .

SECOND WEEK IN SEPTEMBER, ALSO OCTOBER,

NOVEMBER AND SO ON. LESSON ONE

Place painting material properly on the desk. Talk
of autumn. Name some oolors in fruits and flowers.
Speak of rainbow oolors. Name colors in box. Count
them. Name colors not there. Paint nicely arranged
spots of red, yellow and blue.

4. Course of Study for Baltimore County PUblic
13

Schools, 1921. A synopsis ofa course of study for the

First Grade for the Baltimore County Public Schools, Baltimore,

Maryland, 1921, follows:

13
Course of Study f'or Baltimore County PUblic Schools,

Baltimore, Marylana, .1921, Revision.
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The aim is to keep the children alive, alert,
joyous, securing, originality rather than accuracy
and precision in representation. Children love to
color pictures and to meet this desire, hectograph
copies and outline pictures from various sources are
presented for coloring. Cutting of flowers, birds,
animals, houses, made by the children themselves,
and children of older classes for them, may be
colored.

In the illustrative work, black or brown crayola
is preferable as a medium, since the child's love of
color tends to distract his interest from the story
representation and colors should therefore be ,used
sparingly. Aim in every drawing for good size and
good placing on paper. See that the paper is suited
to the correct placing of the object.

SEPTEMBER

Color:
Discover through conversation what children know

about color. Lead them to note color in flowers,
frUits, trees, birds, fields, bubbles, et cetera.
Make cards or charts shoWing color tints and shades.
Introduce box of crayons, colors, method of handling.
Plan a ~ellow Day.~

illustrative:
Interest children in looking at pictures in text

books.
Let the first drawings be undirected and from

memory of familiar plays and incidents. Teach cor
rect position and necessity for moving whole aim in
drawing.

Mp,ke blue sky and green fields. Illustrate in
cutting and drawing nursery rhymes, games, plays.

5. A Course of Study for Des Moines Public Schools,
14

192~. In this course of study from the First Grade of the

1.4
Course 2! StUdy, Des Moines, Iowa, 1926.
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Des Moines Public School System, 1926, suggestions for

correlating Fine and Industrial Arts and History are

given.

TOPIC: IMMEDIATE COMMUNITY LIFE. GRADE I

I. Subject Matter
A.· Refer to the History Course of Study for

the Community activities to be studied.

II. Suggestions for Teaching Projects Growing Out
of the Study of Community Life

A. The farm (adapted from "The Farm" Frances
Parker, Year Book, June, 19l5J

----l.--cinter of interest
a. The orchard

(1). How the trees are grown
(2). How the fruit is gathered

b. The animals
(1). Cattle

(a). Care--food--shelter
(b). Milking

o. Geese, turkeys, ducks, hens, et oetera
(1). Use of eggs
(2). Use of feathers

d. Hogs
(1). Care
(2). Use

e. Sheep
(1) • Care
(2). Use

f. Horse
(1). His work

g. The oornfield
(1) • Cutting the corn
(2) • The silo
(3). Corn husking by hand and by maohinery

h. The garden
(1). Planting in the spring
(2). Care of the garden
(3) • Harvesting in the fall

i. Haying
(I). Cutting, raoking hay, pitching hay,

staoking it or piling on the hay wagon and in the barn.
Modern machine methods
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j. Methods of preserving fruits and

k. Methods of transporting and marketing
fruits and vegetables

2. Aotivities growing out of the study of

a. Colleot and mount pictures of farm

b. Make a booklet illustrating farm

c. Construct a farm on the sand table

vegetables

farm. life

aotivities

life

15
6. A state Course of Studr for Indiana, 1933. The

following course of study for Indiana, 1933, was developed

by Miss ~une Rynerson of Indiana state Teachers College,

Terre Haute, Indiana, and her methods olasses; it shows the

development of various units.

Indiana's State Course of Study is developed around
type Social Studies units, which are taken from the
Tentative Course of study in Elementary Sooial Studies.
Typical units are used for the various grades and show
how the art work may be integrated and correlated with
the Social Studies activities.
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GRADE ONE

I±lustration and Representation

Prooedure
Lead the child to talk freely
about the work that is done
in the home.
Drawing in the beginning must
be imaginative, so let the
child express his ideas in
the way he desires. The
teacher should not endeavor,
in the primary grades, to get
the child to draw from objects.
He should be permitted to use
color as he feels inolined.
After the work is completed,
time should be allowed for
oritioism, also remember it
is not a time for faultfinding.
Enoourage each ohild to find
wherein he can improve his
own work, and et cetera.

Type Unit: The Family and The Home. Other suggested units;
Sohool Life, Farm life, The Town or City Community and Its
Workers.

Expected Outoomes
1. A greater knowledge of the

immediate environment.
2. An increased interest in

the home and school.
3. The habit of expressing

ideas through drawing and
painting.

\

. 4. An increased ability to
handle art materials to
ex:press mental piotures.

. R.eferences
A number of references is
given with group number and
page Where found.

Related Aotivities
Draw the' members of the family
at work and on a hol.iday.
Draw playmates, pets, toys,
their homes, children playing
games.
Illustrate how they can help
mother, father, their play
mates, how they care for their
pets.
Make pictures for the stories
read and told.
Show Where the children have
been and what they have seen.
Draw the things "the children
eat and how food reaches the
home.I,

I
I
!
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IV • CONCLUSION

nesign--Art structure

Procedure
Let the children plan and
make rag dolls.
After rag dolls have been.
made, interest the children
in decorating material with
which to dress the dolls.
Discuss with class, patterns
in material. Have ohildren
tap time to rhythm of simple
song, then use crayons on
paper making simple dots or
strokes in time to music.
Let children make their own
choice of colorso Carry out
the same ideas of spacing on
cloth for costume of doll •.

Expected Outcomes
1. A knowledge or the making

or all-over patterns and
borders.

2. An appreciation and enjoy
ment of rhythmical repeti~
tion and unity.

3. A development of the sense
of rhythm through repetition.

4. Ability in spacing units.

Color, Lettering and Poster, Construction and Modeling,
and Appreciation are carried out for each grade under the unit
topic.

Rererenc.es
I. PP. 99-113

VI. pp. -12-13, Book I

V. pp. 16-17, Book I

A complete revolution in curriculum making is at

present taking place in the pubLic schools of the nation.

Through new and advanced methods of teaching, through diag-

t nostic tests and individual remedial work, the mnount of

i time necessary to the mastery of the three R' s, formerly

con~idered the major obligation of the elementary school,

has been greatly reduoed, and this time is being devoted

to the development. of more creative forms of work.
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While a marked improvement in the development of

the art ourriculum was shown in its written form, as com

pared with the earlier form, a greater progress can be

found in aotual olassroom situations where innovations in

sUbjeot matter are being followed.

While art education and certain other new and

speoialized fields have not maintained the paoe set by

the other academio sUbjeots in ourriculum. development,

several cities have employed curriculum. specialists to

organize and conduct the programs of curriculum construc

tion. An example of this is given from the work of Doctor

H. B. Bruner in the preceding chapter of this study,

page 36.

It is the fostering of the individual creative

impulse that has done the most toward revising the school

art curriculums. Nowadays the best schools are fostering

this creative urge of the individual and permitting the

pupil to express himself in any medium.

Art for art's sake is gone. Technique is secondary;

the idea, the need :for expression, comes first. SUbject

matter is unimportant; anything is of interest.

The determining principle in forming a course of

study must be that ot the child's generic tendencies or

interests, modified by individua1 interests.
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Most of the sUbjects taught in the school cur

rioulum follow a definitely arranged and progressive

oourse of study, but in t-he modern schools whioh are

following to a limited extent the project method. it is

felt that the sUbjeot matter should develop from the in

terests of the class.

An analysis of recently formulated oourses shows

an essential difference in method, namely a tendenoy to

abandon a detaohed course of instruction planned mainly

from the point of view of logioal progression in the

sUbjeot in the hope that the prinoiples and pract ioe

gained will be carried over and put to use in fields where

they are needed. This somewhat formal work is being dis

placed by courses in which prinoiples and praotioe are

oonoerned mainly with problems selected from the field

of immediate needs.

The extent to which the course of study in printed

or mimeographed form are presoribed for teaohing exactly

as prepared is surprisingly small. Of the courses examined

by the writer of this study 47 per cent did not state whether

they were to be flexible or to be followed rigidly, 14 per

cent implied flexibility, 33 per cent de;t.'initely indicated

flexibUity, and 5 per cent were definitely prescribed.

Most of the printed courses of study in art develop
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the subjeot matter from the standpoint or the sUbjeot

field itself, rather than through oorrelation. Twenty

eight per oent of the oourses analyzed mentioned oor

relation in the introduction, but relatively few mentioned

it later or aotually developed it in subsequent treatment

of sUbjeot matter.

The old art ourrioulum was a list of things for

the ohildren to make, a number of skills for them to

aoquire, or a combination of the two at regular intervals

aocording to the oalendar. The predesignated currioulum

oan take no account of children's needs and interests.

For example, the ourrioulum states: "Third week in March

study perspective of oirole and apply to drawings of

oastles,'" et oetera.

The changed attitude broadly summarized is as

follows:

1. That the tendenoy is less toward trying

to interest ohildren in drawing as a sUbjeot, and more

toward using drawing as a effioient and unique means of

expressing and promoting whatever interests sohool, home

and community life have ~oused.

2. That instruotion in design deals less with

f"ormal exercises, in arrangement, and more with problems

direotly and practioallyconoerned wi.th sohool and home
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surroundings and with industrial life.

3. That, industry, commeroe, and the publio

generally have awakened to a partial realization, at

least, of the social, eoonomio and oultural value of

aesthetic training.

4. That the activities of any course should

be suggestive only. The teacher should plan experiences

for ohildren through whioh they may find opportunities for

expression. If the experienoes are vital, the ohildren

will express thelIll in a creative way, as children reflect

their interests in their activities.

5. That the art activities suggested, grow

out of the child's interests in Social Studies, English,

Nature Study, et cetera. These interests oombined with

acoumulated knowledges, skills, and habits, form a rich

background for his creative activities and provide op

portunity for growth. The interest is not in literal

photographic realism, but in imaginative interpretation

of events and things coupled with as fine an organization

and as exoellent oraftsmanship as the child is capable

of producing at each age level. Correlations should

never be forced, but grow naturally out of interests at

the time.

6. That the outcomes or results must be judged
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in terms of growth in purposefulness, resourcefulness,

mastery of technique, growth in creative power, order

liness, industry, self-control, leadership, growth in

enjoyment and sensitiveness to beauty rather than in

terms of the finished product.

7. That the outstanding mark of progress

in art teaching especially in the elementary grades is

the serious effort in many cities to study the problem

from a scientific standpoint. Denver, Los Angeles,

Boston, Toledo, Minneapolis, Baltimore, and Seattle are

typical examples of cities studYing the whole question

from the scientifio angle.



CHAPTER V

TRENDS IN THEORY AND METHODS OF TEACHING

ART, ALSO ITS FUNCTION

I. CHANGES IN THE PRINCIPLES

OF ART EDUCATION

There has been greater change in the theory and

practice of teaching art during the past few years than

in most other sUbjects taught in the pUblic school.

Unfortunately, the history of schools not only
in art but in all lines shows a swing of the pen
dulum/between extremes, though it must be admitted
that the simile of the pendulum is not a good one,
for the schools remain most of them, most of the
time, near one extreme, instead of swinging period
ically and evenly between the two. These two extremes
are External Imposition and Dictation, and "Free
Expression. ttl

In the 1890's and early 1900's the technique was
direct imitation of set models, not of the work of
the teacher, nor of real objects. Children, naturally
interested in portraying their ideas of objects in the
inanimate world, of poses and actions of the animate,
or even in scribbling for the sheer love of manipulation
and movement, were not permitted to begin with this
natural starting point.2

1
John Dewey, "Individuality and Experience," Art

~ Education (Barnes Foundation Press, 1929), p. 175:--

2
Harold O. Rugg and Ann Shumaker, The Child-Centered

School (New York: World Book Company, 192BT; p. 210.
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The child's generic interest shows that he should
commence drawing with man and the things that men do
or have about them: the human figure, the house he
lives in, animals he sees or fears. Mother and form
are therefore inseparable in ohildhood and the prog
ress is toward a separation; hence abstract geometric
forms will come last, not first.

Drawing to the child is language for the expression
of his ideas; and form pure and simple, constitutes
a very small modicum in his interest. It is not pos
sible to segregate form in the' child's mind in an in
telligent manner to him. 3

The old idea of teaohing art without direct ref

erence to the pupil's life activities has passed, and

the new ideas of connecting the art lesson with the per

sonal and environmental experiences of the pupil, and of
I

oorrelating art work with all other work in the sohool,

are finding favor with educators everywhere. Methods

which are suited to the development and power of the

child's mind are essential.

'Problems that are of real interest to the child,

and that are a part of his experience are available on

every hand. The child~s home 1ife, his play and games,

his amateur projeots of various types, his activities in

the oommunity, and his studies of nature are all within

his sphere and are of interest to him because he has had

a part in them. One must avoid planning the work and

F. L. Burk, "The Genetic Versus the Logical Order
in Drawing,tt Pedagogical Seminary, 9:295-323, September,
1902.
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jUdging the results from the standpoint of an adult.

Art education has been criticized freely in the

past by educators ror oertain practioes in regard to

instruotion. Today it is realized that these criticisms

have been in a large degree just and that a maximum of

results has not been attained. The major mistake has

been that of too muoh emphasis upon fineness of work and

excellence in the finished product rather than in the

educational training to be given the pupil.

Miss Elizabeth Irwin, president of the Associated

Experimental Schools sponsoring the exhibition of free

expression in art by ohildren who demonstrated their re

actions without adult interference, explained:

We do not look upon the finished product of children's
painting as its signifioant factor. It is the process
of child development that takes place during the painting
that is important. We are not consciously trying to
make artists, of any kind, of our children. 4

The paintings in this exhibit have been assembled
by the Associated Experimental Sohools from Youth
Camps, Settlement House Art Classes, Mexioan Government
Free Bchools, Indian Reservation Schools, Museum Art
Classes and from pUblic and private art classes through
out the North American continent and Hawaii. 5

4
ftThe Art of American Children,ft Design, 37:42,

December, 1935.

5
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Miss Irwin feels,

The ahief purpose of this f'irst eXhibition spon
sored by the Associated Schools Experimental, is to
demonstrate the reactions of children Who have been
permitted to express their own ideas in their own way
without adult interference. 6 . .

Professor wm. G. Whitford writes concerning the

standardizing of SUbject matter:

The SUbject-matter content of art education can
never become narrowed down to one field and stand
ardized like that of some SUbjects. It is too broad
in scope for this. New ideas, new material, new
methods and angles of approach will continually
present themselves for the betterment of our work,
but we do need a better classification of r?aims"
and fundamentals so that the r?outcomes 't of the mul
titude of splendid problems being developed in pro
gressive schools throughout the country can be mea
sured in terms of definite objectives. 7

Art education of necessity must possess variety

in the things taught, in materials used, and in methods

followed. The educational process in general is not

static; there will be continual changes, improvements,

and constant adjustment to new conditions and demands.

Art expression requires careful, thoughtful procedure.

Professor Whitford says:

6
"The Art of American Children," Design, 37:42,

December, 1935.

7
lMn. G. Whitford, An Introduction to Art Education,

(New York: D. Appleton andCompany, 1929 )-,P:-103.
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Art is being taught in a manner designed to con
nect theory and principles with daily problems.
Discussions are presented in such a way that the
pupils get the desired reaction from the problems.
They are made to know why they draw or design certain
things, and what they are supposed to learn from these
practices. The principles underlying the appreciation
or production of art quality in various forms are used
as a basis for art problems, and their definite ap
plication to life is being made in every possible way.8

An excellent digest of the modern trend in art

education was presented at the Sixth International Art

Congress, Prague, Czeoho-Slovakia, August 1, 1928, by

B. Kirk Smith of the Universit.y of California. Professor

Smith outlined nine oriteria as a basis for evaluation

o~ the present day trend of art instruction as follows:

1. Substitution of the larger idea of composition
for drawing

2.. Abandonment of naturalism as an ideal

3. Loosing of the imagination

4. Rising above the fear of distortion, which is
just a frank approach to form and struoture

5. Using daring color

6. Development of emotional suggestion rather
than oause

7. Reoognition of rhythmical wholeness in unity

8. Setting aside the objectives of technique

8
wm. G. Whitford, An Introduction to Art Education,

(New York: D. Appleton an~Company, 1929)--,p:-I89.
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9. Evaluating in terms of life objectives

~The school of today is a miniature so-called or

ganization reaching out and touching life activities in
10

every possible way," to quote from·an article by Gold-

man.

Closer articulation of art with life makes the

work fuller, richer and more vital to the pupils. To

day to be educated in the social era implies an under

standing of art in its broadest sense and a practical

understanding of its relationship to everyday needs.

1. Drawing before the t!me of Arthur Dow. When

art was first introduoed into the sohool program, the

term "drawing" was adopted to designate the SUbject in

oorporated into the currioulum. This term continued to

be used to designate the art program long after many

other types of activities were introduced.

In the beginning, the work oonsisted largely of

aocurate representation or the abstraot oopying of ob-

jeots with little attention to oreative effort or original

9
B. Kirk Smith, "The Influence of the Modern Art

Movement in the Sohool," Address given before the Sixth
International Art Congress, Prague, August 1, 1928.

10
Robert D. Goldman, "The Survey of Art Needs,"

SOho~l !!:!! Magazine, 34:3, September, 1934.
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thinking on the part of the pupil. The academic method

of instruction used in the art school prevailed. Nature

imitation, drawing from casts and other objects, and the

recording of facts of observation were the chief objec

tives. Later, the copying of historic styles of orna

ment was introduced.

The design or "structure'" method of teaching was

first advocated by Ernest F. Fenollossa and Arthur W.

Dow 1n 1889. Credit should be given to Professor Dow

for starting the departure from the academic standards

of instruction. He was the first art educator to rec-

ognize the need for practical art teaching in the pUblic

schools. His broad point of view gradually broke down

the old traditional methods, and introduced in their

place the progressive theory of relating art teaching

to creative activity and to direct relationship with

life needs. He developed his theory "with the intent

of helping his students to think, to feel, to appreciate,
11

to express, to grow." To h~, art was not a matter

or copy-books or exercises in drawing. It was a dynamio,

living force in the live$ of his pupils, and he taught

them'the use of art in everyday life. Dow designated

11
Sally B. Tannahill, "'Problems 1n Art Education,'"

Teaohers College Reoord, Columbia University, New York,
Vol. 28, March, 1927, p. 702.
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his method of instruction as the "structural systeni"'-

the synthetic method of approach through design instead

of through drawing. tt

2. The Dow Method and its influence. Professor

Dow's life-work was a struggle against the academicism

which he saw throughout the field, and his own ideals

were always presented in sharp contrast to it. Instead

of the academic method he proposed instruction by the

synthetic method in the principles of design or compo

sition. These he redefined and listed under the headings

of Opposition, Transition, SUbordination, Repetition and

Symmetry. Each he illustrated with many examples chosen

with catholic taste and an eye to underlying resemblances

from the-Greek, Oriental, Gothic, Renaissance and modern

traditions, from textile, pottery, furniture and architec

ture as well as from painting and sculpture. This approach

he believed would involve "a new classification of the

world's ert, cutting across the historical, topical and

geographical lines of development • • • with many examples

differing as to time, locality, material and SUbject, but

alike in art-structure. If The elements in art he classified

as line, notan (dark-and-light), and color, and went on to

show how the principles of harmonious composition can be
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realized in each, and in combinations of them.

All are attempting more strenuously to encourage

individual variation and originality in creating new

design, an aim which Dow recognized in general, but for

which there was little place in his rather standardized

system of procedure. There is greater attention also t,o

the problems of stimulating the interest of children in

art work, and correlating it with other phases of their

mental growth. In view of these ends, pupils are led to

choose sUbjects for plastic expression from their own

experience. By the project method and other devioes their

initiative is encouraged, and art-work made a process of

gradual, continuous enrichment of .everyday life. They

are following no rigid order of progress, and are using

color from the start, not beginning with abstract lines.

Dow admitted the propriety of this step in the case of

young pupils only but he never incorporated it in his

own method.

Dowts method begins with what is logically simplest,
the basic elements in a work of art, such as lines,
dark and light spots, hues and intensities, and with
the general definitions of the principles of design.
From tb,ese atomic elements he invites the pupil to put
together a beautiful f'orm, leading him on in strict
logical order from simple to complex: first straight
lines, properly spaced, then curves, then two values
of light and dark, then three, four, five values,
then one hue in two and three va1ues, two hues and
so on until a form as comple~ as an ordinary painting
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12

Charcoal
Water color
Oil

Pencil drawing
Pen drawing
Charcoal line
Brush drawing, etc.

Drawing from casts
and other sUbjects

Design

The effort of the Academic Method is centered
upon "learning to draw" and in two directions:
Nature forms and historic art. The principle is-
first acquire a knowledge of facts, then use them
in your own creative expression.

Perspective
Light and shade

Representation Color study from nature
Painting
Picture study
Composition, incidental

Historic ornament
structure of pattern
Perspective
Color exeroise
Wash drawing
Composition in some style or period

is finally reached. This is a rtnatural method, n
says Dow, "of exercises in progressive order, first
building up very simple harmonies, then proceeding
on to the highest forms of composition. •• It
offers a means of training for the creative artist
•••12

Thomas Munro, "The Dow Method and Public School Art,"
Art and Education (The Barnes Foundation Press, 1929), pp. 329
'336.-

13
Arthur Wesley DoW, Theorl and Praotioe 2f Teaching

~, Teachers College, Columbia Un versity, New York, 1912,
p. ,3.

The two diagrams one of the Academic Method, the

other the Synthetio Method are taken from Dow's book,

The Theory and Practice of Teaohing Art.

ACADEMIC METHOD13
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Dow, ~ oit., p. 6.

SYNTHETIC METHOD14

Drawing
and

Modelling

Painting

Line

Spacing, line structure
Character of lines, ex
pression
Principles of Design
Composition of line
Representation

Massing, Values
Quality of tone
Composition of Dark
and-Light
Light and shadow in
representation

Hue, value, intensity
Color Color harmony

Color composition

Dark
and
Light

Synthetic
Method

Synthetic Method of teaching approaches art from
the side of composition and is called the Synthetic
Method to distinguish it from the academic, which
is analytic.

approach in art instruction. Some may agree, and others

may question the method. Miss Todd says,

The more I see teachers trying to get children
to illustrate history stories and the children failing
to do it I realize that it is because the children have
no roundation. SUppose the children have to illustrate,
in geography, the type or work elephants do in some
countries. They can't draw an elephant. Let us stop
talking about oorrelating art with other sUbjects or
teach ohildren something in the primary grades and

3. ~ Jessie~ Method. Unrelated to the Dow

Method the Jessie Todd method is distinctly the dictated
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teach them. s,till more in the upper grades. If they
can draw some things, the correlation will take care
of itself.15

4. Walter Sargent and his method. Three lines

of method are prominent in art education and they are

here stated as the basis of a theory as to how children

learn to draw, to quote Professor Sargent.

1. Interest in telling something is the motive
which inspires all good drawing.

2. Industrious drawing directly from Objects, un
aided by other sorts of study and practice, has not
proved to be the most effective way of learning to
represent them.

3. Progress in ability to draw is not generaltbut
specific. Ie

Two uses of drawing have been emphasized, Sargent

states:

First, its use as a means of intellectual expression;
second, its use as a form of aesthetic expression a means
of developing artistic appreciation! and an avenue to
the sources of aesthetic enjoyment. 7

15
Jessie Todd, I·Public School Drawing,rt School

~ Magazine, 22:626, 1922-23.

16
Walter Sargent and Elizabeth Miller, ~ Children

Learn t9 Draw (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1916), p. 231.

17
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In so far as the experbnents recorded can serve

as a basis for a theory of method which shall make drawing

a profitable, stimulating and generally used medium of

expression in elementary schools, the principles of that

theory may be summed up as follows:

Children draw well only when they wish to tell some
specific thing by their drawing. They should be trained
to explore not only nature but also pictorial material
as sources of reference from which to obtain data and
methods for telling what they wish. Incidentally this
experience gives them considerable independenCe

i
" they

can learn by themselves how to draw new things. 8

5. Franz Cizek and the Free Expression Method. The

work of the pupils of Cizek's school is well known in America.

He maintains that only a small percentage of children are

capable of producing art work that is significant. His

pupils were selected, and subtly inducted into art appre

ciation by being surrounded by an atmosphere of freedom

and inspiration. No instruction was given and the pupils

were allowed to use their opportunities as individual fanoy

dictated.· The work produced, inevitably had the Cizek

hallmark, but it was by no means stereotyped, and showed
19

an ~ense advance in both spirit and technique.

18
Sargent, 2£. oit., p. 260.

19
George J. Cox, ~odern Trends in Art Eduoation,n

Teaohers College Record, 31:514, Maroh, 1930.
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Cizek himself, a man to command respect, assured,

quiet and intent in manner, strikes one as an intelligent

enthusiast, quite confident that the road he has mapped

out is the best one. He is a teacher·, not a politician,

and has been forced by intolerant superiors to abandon

a modernist class of older students in f.avor of conven-

tional craft training. The outside world has honored

him more than his own country.

A more detailed ins::Pection of the Cizek classroom

revealed a fact already observed in similar American schools:

that in general the most original and appealing designs were

those of the youngest pupils; the older the child the more

his picture tended to be sentimental conventional and weak:

in plastic form.

The restrictions of the Cizek method and the old
academic method spring from the same source. The
Cizek plan, far from achieving its end of freedom,
robs and restricts the student when it shuts out all
but a few influences, and these few none of the best.
Both methods fail to aid as they might the growth of
real creativeness, because they fail to present a
sufficient variety of artistic forms and techniques. 20

The theory and practice of Cizek has been intel

ligently modified in part to suit the American scene and

tbe American child by Mme. Galka Scheyer in Berkeley,

20
Thomas Munro, "The Dow Method and Public School

Art,'" !!:1~ EduoatU>n (The Barnes Foundation Press, 1929),
PP. :311-16.



California, and by Miss Florence Cane in New York.

The success of Miss Gerehart, of the Los Angeles

pUblic schools, a pupil and disciple of Professor Dow,

indicates a great advance in the standards of the ele

mentary school teachers. It suggests also that the Dow

method, with such additions or modifications as child

psychology dictates, still holds its own with the best

educational theories of the European schools.

Today it appears to have nothing novel or ex
citing about it; it neither panders to the neurotic
nor makes concessions to the phlegmatic, but in its
fine balance of the emotional and the intellectual,
in its insistence upon spirit as well as skill and
power, as well as knOWledge, it still provides a
solid foundation upon which more immediately at
tractive or speotacular or revolutionary theories
may be tried out, without undermining the solid
basis of art education now building in the pUblic
schools. 2l

5. Psychology of ohild development. The psychology

of arousing and holding the interest of pupils in art ex

eroises and projects is a factor of significant value. In

order to make a real appeal to children one must get down

on a plane with the children and grow up with them.

It is not neoessary to inolude in the curriculum

any great amount of foreign material. Real substance

21
George J. Cox. "Modern Trends in Art Education,"

Teaohers College Record, 31:518, Maroh, 1930.
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of art training lies all about one. It should not be

necessary for the child to make a forced adjustment to

an abstract problem, or to problems bearing no relation

to his child experiences or environment. The child pos

sesses a wealth of experience which he has been developing

for years.

The educational principles to be followed in the

lower grades are to develop interest, freedom, and self

activity; to guide the play impulse and the instinct of

imitation; and to provide a foundation for later real

problems of art.

Pupils must be allowed freedom of expression if

originality, invention and self-activity are to be aroused

and stimulated. Their interest is held better in this way

than by the old method of continual copying or tracing.

St,ory telling is an important feature of work in

the lower grades. By the story-telling method an interest

in art may be aroused easily and naturally. The late Dr.

James Parton Haney was a master of the story-telling method

in art education.

The learning process is being s-tudied minutely

in all sUbjects of the school, but no sUbject offers a

more fascinating field for investigation, or greater

possibilities, than the study of methods of teaching
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and learning in art education. The value of using edu

oational methods, contrasted with the lack of such methods,

may be illustrated by the attitude of mind of the pupils

and their reaction to various problems presented from

day to day.

In the pUblic school, attention may be profitably

given to these various periods of pupil interest. The

work may be so planned that it varies with periods of

changing interest. Judd discusses periodicity of pupils t

development, and distinguishes the different periods as

follows:

Both the school curr iculum and the general or
ganization of the school program in such matters as
the length of olass periods and the forms of order
required, reflect the fact that the pupil passes
through distinct periods or epoohs in his physical
and intellectual development. Each of these epoohs
requires that a certain type of sUbject matter be
used for instruction and t:hat a certain, type of sohool
discipline be administered. There is a progressive
maturing of the pupil and a corresponding broadening
and deepening of the education which can be given
him.

Ages 1 to 5. Period of Infanoy (preschool period)

Ages 5 to 6 to 8 or 9. The Prbnary Period (one of
sooial imitation)

Ages 8 or 9 to 11 or 12. Period of Individualism
(intermediate or grammar grades)

Ages 12 to 14. Early Adolescence Period (period
of social consciousness) (Junior High School)

Ages 15 to 18. Later Adolescence Period (period
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of individual differences~ Beginning of Specializa
tion) (Senior High School)22

II. CHANGES IN THE FUNCTION OF ART EDUCATION

Educational standards require that the idea of

equipping the pupil with a fund of functional information

to aid him in the varied problems of' life be emphasized

throughout all the work of the school. The term "function't

as used in this sense, refers to the type of knowledge

imparted to the individual through all the activities of

modern education that will really assist h~ in meeting

present and future needs outside of school and that will

really Itfunctiontt in the practical affairs of a practical

world.

Education does not deny the individual the right

to ttemote. It Instead he is taught how to It emote lt through

experiences in art. Any intelligent person knows that

through a wise exercise of emotion aome the finest quali

ties of l.ire, good balance, and complete living; and within

a nation of emotionally directed persons arise cultural

standards of the highest order. Art in education will

help to develop a society emotionally, intellectually

22
Charles Hubbard dUdd, Introduction to the Scien

tific StudYR~ Education (Boston: GInn and Company, 1918).
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and socially fit.

1. Project method. The project method has both

hurt and helped the art training. When the right sort

of ao-operation is obtained, when all forces are working

harmoniously for the common good, the art 'Work is found

to be rather fundamental in its bearing upon the situation.

When, however, the art teacher is used only because she

knows how to paint or construct a part of the project

expression; when sloppy results, crude effects, and harsh

discords are overlooked in the enthusiasms of a project

plan, then art education becomes a farce and a frill.

During the past two years the art departments have
unquestionably strengthened their positions because
of the project method, but until the art specialist
is recognized as a necessity throughout a given project,
that particular project is a failure. For this reason
orderly habits and artistic skills are receiving more
and more emphasis as objectives in art training. 23

Bonser describes the project method:

The ttproject method 't holds that the desirable and
interesting life activities in which children spon
taneovsly engage, or the activities in which they may
be led to engage whole-heartedly and enthusiastically
should be the basis of all educational endeavor. Having
purposes of their own which f"urnish the ttdrive 't for
their activity, they will, if given opportunity, plan
and execute whatever 1s necessary to realize their
purposes. They will have to jUdge their planning and

23
Royal Bailey Farnum, ttArt Education in the United

States, tt BUlletin, No. 38, 1925, Department of' the Interior,
Bureau of Education;-19l&.
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executing as we do normally in life, that is, by the
degree in which whatever is done brings about sat
isfactory results. 24

One of the most important problems in making proj

ects of the greatest value educationally is to use those

activities freely imitated by the children as avenues to

other projects which they will enter upon with just as

great zeal and enthusiasm if the way is opened by the

teacher.

Vfuile the drama has played a part in the school

program for many years, it is only within the last few

years that it has taken form as art or assumed real edu

cat ional value s •

The main function of dramatics in the formal school

of the past and of today is the performance or the spec

tacle. When the curtain descends on the last act of the

play, success or failure has been achieved. Recently,

however, educators have been discovering that the drama

is one of the most potential forces of creative teaching.

In a recent survey of art in education from kindergarten

through college, dramatizations, plays, and festivals are

taking an importan~ part in the development of the individual ..

24
Frederick G. Bonser, The Elementary School Cur

riCUlum (New York: The MacmUlan-Company, 1927).
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Some schools have organized their entire program
about the theater project. New teaching positions
have been created in eduoation, suoh as the Dramatic
Co-ordinator whose business it is to integrate school
studies with the dramatic program, and the Theater
Arts Teaoher who conducts the stage crafts.

The drama oontributes two outstanding values to
eduoation: first, as motivation for every kind of
activity; and second, as a means of developing the
needs and interests of all types of children. 25

The project method is opposed to departmental

teaohing in the elementary school. Preparation of teachers

for this work does mean a change of selection and emphasis,

but it does not require anything ~possible or unreason

able. It merely asks for the doing of that which is most

worth while.

Bonser says,

As a method of teaching it is not easier than the
usual form of work and not nearly so easy as depart
mental work. But it is far more stimulating, more
satisfying, and more effective. Teaching by the de
partmental method in the elementary school almost
neoessarily means teaohing isolated SUbject matter.
There are no life activities in SUbject matter as
suoh. Few life activities are so narrow as any single
sUbject. 25

25
Victor E. D'Amico, "Theater Art a. Education,"

Progressive Education, 13:356, May, 1936.

26
Frederiok G. Bonser, The Elementary School Cur

rioulum (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1927), pp. 104
105.
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~uoting Florence Allen:

The modern trend of education is toward the de
velopment of the originality of the child, which is
called social education. A good example is given
in the making of a stucco bungalow by the pupils of
Grade 5A in the John Pitman School, Kirkwood, Missouri.
A great interest was manifested in it by both the pupils
and parents, the latter gladly contributing all the
material necessary.

The bungalow was built as a project in art in
interior decorating and was made larger at the sug
gestion of the children. When each phase of the work
was under construction, all pupils were asked to ob
serve that in their homes and in those of others and
to express their opinions as to what should be done.
It was also correlated with language in composition,
nature study in landscape gardening, and arithmetic
in drawing to a scale. 27

2. Correlation movement. Bonser, concerning the

correlation movement, states:

Correlation means a relationship of two or more
sUbjects in helping in an activity for meeting a
single need. Correlations cannot be made. In the
sense in which these different kinds of activity
contribute to the solution of the single problem we
have correlation. Correlations are "discovered" and
nnot made" ~ If it is the "'subjects'!' that are the
bases of study rather than the "activities" to which
the SUbjects contribute, there can be no genuine
oorrele..tion. 28

27
Florenoe Fowlkes Allen, itA Model. Bungalow,"

Sohool Arts Magazine, 1923, p. 138.

28
Bonser. ~ oit., pp. 85-86.
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In 1899, Parsons discussed the correlation of

subjects:

The first requisite to successful work is perfeot
sympathy between all who work together in one system.
The c:orrelation of sUbjects becomes the inevitable
outcome. Let us give the child then what his nature
demands, the right conditions for physical, meIlltal
and moral aotivity, the best objects to excite their
action and we shall awaken, stimulate, direct, broaden
and systematically develo~ in him the man, which is
the image of the Creator. 29

A common error in organizing sUbjects in "oorrela

tion" is,

Thinking ahiefly on the basis of sUbjects alone,
even as reduced in number, it is not unoommon to find
several of them developed in oonnection with some
particular material or topio rather than in connection
with a project. The study of milk is sometimes so
conducted as to illustrate this error in organization.
Children are assigned the study of cows and the pro
duction of milk as lessons in nature study or elementary
agrioulture; the study of the sale and transportation
of milk from the farmer to the oreamery or c1ty market
or faotory, as commeroial and industrial geography; of
the making of oheese, oondensed milk, or malted milk,
as industrial arts; of the care of milk and its values
and forms as a food, as household eoonomics; and of
the costs of production, transportation, manufacture,
and use, as arithmetic. But have these subjects-
nature study, geography, industrial arts, household
arts, and arithmetic--been studied in relationship
to each other? Rather are they not clearly studied
in relationship to milk--to one thing used as a common
point of departure? The organization here is not one
of bonds between SUbjects, but bonds between a topic

29
Frank A. Parsons, "Broader Art in the Public Schools,"

~Eduoation, 6:242, May, 1899.
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and several sUbjects used in connection with that
topic.

Whatever value there may be in genuine correlation
lies in the unity between an activity and the sUbjects
whiah, together, serve it. The bonds are not between
one sUbjeot and another, but between each subject and
the oommon purpose to which all oontribute. 30

3. The integration program. Education today is

integration conscious, yet the definitions of that word

vary mnong different persons. The only kind of integration

worthy of the present day schools is the kind that happens

within the individual himself, not within the teacher's

plans or in the curriculum. Art experiences of the sort

that grow out of the life of the individual, himself, and

call into play his emotion, his intellect and his will,

as any real activity must, will do more for the proper

integration of the person than any other type of educationa·l

exeroise'.

There are varied angles and possibilities for in

tegration. One phase which has been developed is the

theater project. The greatest asset of the theater project

is that it can be generated and sustained by child interest

without ooercion or adult direotion. As such, it forms

the basis of real "integration" because it integrates the

30
Frederick G. Bonser, The Elementary School Cur

riculum. (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1927), pp. 136
138.
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"child, and not the curriculum or the school.

If the theater presents a nucleus for integrated

teaching, then the following Shows the relation it has

with other studies,

Theater art has interests in common in all the
"fine arts l

' because it works with the esthetic values
of line, form, and color.

Because of its use of construction and structural
forms, it has a cornmon field with the "mechanical"
and "industrial arts. I'

Theater art works directly with "literature lt and
I'language" studies because of its out standing ob
jective of transforming verbal imagery into visual
form.

It is in close harmony with the "social studies"
since it deals with the people, customs and habits of
all civilizations; and re-creates the present and past
"history" in form, color, motion, sound, and action,
so that it becomes a living experience to the child.

The drama has aims in common with the arts of
"music" and the Itdance" because it trains the au
ditory and kinesthetic senses through tone and
movement. 31

If a layman were to witness a play produced in a

modern progressive school, he would probably wonder why

players were chosen who had faulty speech, moved awkwardly,

or seemed shy or afraid. He might boast that when he went

to school, only the best sutdents were chosen and that no

play was ruined by bad actors or crude scenery. This point

31
Victor E. D'Amico, "Theater Art Education,"

Progressive Education, 13:356, May, 1936.
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of view is still true in the formal schools. They value

the success of the performance above the needs and de-

velopment of the child.

It should be recognized that although theater
art is motivated entirely by creative expression,
the child is constantly gaining necessary skills
and techniques through the various processes and
materials which demand technical perfection and
workmanship to insure practical results, and safety,
through the drawing of plans, making models and
building scenery. These techniques are never
developed as ends in themselves, but as means to
creative results. 52

III. CONCLUSION

In this chapter different methods have been analyzed

from which it can be seen the surface has just been scratched.

Art educators in the early 1900's were interested

mainly in art rather than in childhood. 'rhey followed set

rules of procedure, demanded precision and placed emphasis

upon exactness and uniformity. Hence children became dis

couraged in the art class because their results did not

achieve a satisfying result. Thus early years were marked

by uneducative aims. Imitation, copying, drawing, and

painting were the goals of the earl.y twentieth century.

In the short space of thirty years students of edu
oation have registered in increasing numbers under the
banner of the doctrine of self-expression and maximum

32
D t Ami co, ~ c it • t p. 35-6•
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child growth. As a result of the transformation
which the new theories have already worked, all
persons who think much about education now align
themselves in two opposing camps. There are, on
the one hand, those who center education on adjust
ment to Society; there are, on the other hand, the
protagonists of self-expression and maximum child
growth.

The former, the protagonists of the adult-cen
tered school, would impose education from without;
the latter, the proponents of the child-centered
school, would draw it out from within and remake
child experience by the interplay between expression
and the social heritage. 33

In the past, schools and teaching methods, did

not take into consideration the emotional life of the

individual. In fact, emotions were to be ignored, held

in abeyance, crushed out completely, if possible, thus

robbing the individual of self-expression.

The wise teacher does not superimpose, but allows

the child to work out his own conceptions of art, and by

criticimn and guidance leads him to progress to more ad

vanoed work of his own seeking. The individual has a

right to his conceptions. The teacher no longer teaches

a set .method or idea but guides the student's creative

searchings for expression.

Art instruction in the school must result in self-

expression. If it fails to gain this end, it ceases

33
Harold O. Rugg and Ann Shumaker, The Child-Centered

Sohool (New York: World Book Company, 1928r;-p. 210.
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to be art and becomes a mechanical exercise, if not an

injurious one. Much of the so-called art work in the

past has been of this nature.

In the past the sUbject matter was drawing, paper

cutting, printing, book-binding, costume designing, pottery,

the making of jewelry, embroidery, and many other crafts

which made the children in the grades and high school

feel that their skill in drawing was of major importance.

Art training is not hand-work or drawing. Example of art

activities unrelated to life and child are given on

page 41, of this thesis. Here the ability to express

one's self was given little consideration. It can be

seen children were asked to express the ideas of others

and through imitation acquire skill in drawing the drinking

.cup, the cube, or cone f'or Which they :felt no need.

Methods of instruction which see beyond courses

of study, and the worship of the intrinsic value of

sUbject matter, are important in giving the individual

power to meet lire, acquire knowledge, appreciate life

about him, and thereby live a full, well rounded life

in his community.

The results of this survey reveal that research

would contribute to the progress of art education in the

choice of' subject matter and in methods of teaching. Re

searoh 1s needed to determine also the extent to which
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QRAFTER VI

TRENDS IN MEASUREMENTS IN ART EDUCATION

In planning tests for use in art education, one

must be sure that they are appropriate and deal with im

portant aspects of the work.

The content of art tests may be divided into spe

cial groups covering special fields of art such as fine

art, industrial art, commercial art, graphio art, house

hold art and for everyday life. Or the oontent may be

divided according to particularized activities or mani

festation of art such as drawing, painting, design, mod

eling, and the various exeroises and projects of the

handicrafts and industrial arts.

A scale is a model, while a test is a measurement.

Both scales and tests make a distinct contribution to the

modern progrfW of investigation within the field of art

education. An excellent treatise on the SUbject of rating

scales was pUblished in 1922 under the joint authorship
1

of Carey and Kline.

1
Linus Ward Kline and Gertrude L. Carey, A Measuring

Scale for Free~Hand DraWin~, Part, I, "Representation,"
(Baltimore: The John Hopk ns Press, 1922).
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Thorndike has also made investigations in this

field. Christensen and Karwoski produoed a valuable
3

treatise· on testing in 1925. A testing problem. on a

much larger scale is being oonducted by Mr. Christensen.

Meier published monographs on the measurement of art
4

talent in 1926. The Meier-Seashore Art JUdgment Test
5 6

was also pUblished in 1928. Pressey and Knauber of

Ohio state University have developed an art test for
?

university students. A. S. Lewerenz of Los Angeles

has devised a test on fundamental abilities in visual

art. Aesthetic Judgment of Art Appreciation Test by

2
E. L. Thorndike. "The Measurem.ent of Achievement

in Drawing," Teaohers College Record, Vol. 14, November,
1913, pp. 345-383.

3
Edwin O. Christensen and Theodore Karwoski, "A

Test in Art Appreciation, It University of North Dakota
BUlletin, Vol. IX, January, 1925.

4
Norman C. Meier, rtAesthetic Judgment as a Measure

of Art Talent,'t University of Iowa StUdies, Vol. I, No. 19,
August, 1926.

5
Norman C. Meier and Carl Emil Seashore ,. ItThe Meier

Seashore Art Judgment Test,1t Bureau of Educational Research
and Servioe, University of Iowa. Iowa City, Iowa, 1928.

6
L. W. Pressey and Alma J. Knauber. ItArt Ability

Test,1t Ohio State University, ColumbUS. Ohio. 1928.

?
A. S. Lewereuz, itA Test of Fundamental Abilities

in Visual Art. 1t Researoh Service Company, Los Angeles,
California. 1928.
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Margaret McAdory has been published. Several other

experiments have been made, and several studies are

under investigation.

Very little has really been accomplished in public

school art testing up to the present time. Scientific

measurement of pupil attainment offers fascinating pos

sibilities for progressive teachers. It is certain that

innumerable problems exist, needing careful systematic

study.

It is difficult to test and measure the results

of art education, especially where the general aim is

the development of attitudes and appreciation and not

the acquisition of knowledge nor the development of

skills. Scientific investigators untrained in art often

wish to measure the results of the experiments in art by

using the material phase of the experiences or creative

self-expression which often accompanies art appreciation;

that is, the drawings, designs and craft work of pupils.

Thus, . the first tests and scales pUblished were for the

measurement of drawings and not of appreciation or crea

tiveness. Such results may be reported objectively and

dealt' with statistically, but they fail to measure the

8
Margaret McAdory, McAdory Art Test, Bureau of

Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
New York.
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qualities which modern art education aims to develop.

Modern art teaching recognizes imagination as one of

the important things in life; unfortunately, this

imagination does not lend itself to present methods

of measurement.



CHAPTER VII

RESEARCH IN ART EDUCATION

In the preceding chapters of this thesis some

of the most significant problems of modern art educa

tion have been discussed.

A most encouraging trend in the national problem

of art education is evidenced in the activities of the

Federated Council on Art Education, a research body,

backed by sufficient enthusiasm to assure the success

of its undertakings.

Research is one of the guiding principles of edu

cation. Scientific educational investigation, not guess

work, will solve the problems pertaining to art in the

school system.

Almost every day new facts are discovered and

new theories are propounded relative to the teaching

of art. New educational material is always of great

interest to the teacher, but she must ac~uire the ability

to weed out, from the quantity of new suggestions, those

Which are vital to the interests of her sUbject.

It 1s certain that innumerable unsolved problems

exist which need careful systematio study. The following

topics suggest themselves for systematic investigation:
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1. A comparative analysis of published

~Courses of Study" in art with respect to their con

tent and organization

. 2" An analysis of the project method of

teaching in art and other methods

3. A classification of major objectives and

minimum essentials in art education

4•. Relation of art to other subjects in the

curriculum.

5. Correlation and its place

5. Recent changes in all phases of art edu-

cation
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